INTRODUCTION
Staff members bring a wealth of experience and fun to their work.

MATERIALS
- None

SET-UP
1. The leader begins by announcing that he/she is going to make three statements about his or her life.
2. Two of the statements will be true; one will be false.
3. The statements should each be a little unusual and each statement should be equally outrageous—true or false.
4. Upon hearing the statements, the group votes on which statement is the untruth.
5. The next person repeats the process about his/her life.

EXAMPLE
- I was thrown out of my local community college.
- I was a semi-finalist in the Northeast regional Dunkin’ Donuts eating championship in 1992.
- I am the lead male soloist for African American spirituals and praise music.

VARIATIONS
1. The reader makes three statements about any topic or subject, two true, one false.
   - Players guess. The first to guess right becomes the next leader.